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Price Overview 

The petroleum complex remained under  

pressure as the settlement of the oil 

workers strike in Norway Friday and the 

passing of Hurricane Delta without major 

reported damage refocused attention back 

on the lifting of the force majeure in 

Libya, along with questions over the 

demand recovery following the rising 

infection cases in Europe and the US.  The 

weak tone was exacerbated by prices 

falling back below the 100 day moving 

average at 40.50 basis December.  

The Monthly Oil Report by OPEC comes out tomorrow, followed by the IEA Monthly Report on 

Wednesday providing revised forecasts for supply and demand.  The supply side has been marked by 

the return of Libyan production into the world market, along with reports that Iranian export levels 

have increased despite US sanctions.  

The EIA suggested in their October report that 

global product inventories remain high due to 

the significant decrease in transportation 

demand across all major petroleum hubs since 

the end of the 3
rd

 quarter.  Except for ARA 

gasoil stocks, petroleum product inventories 

in each location are higher than their 

respective five year average.  The resulting 

weakness in refining margins has kept 

throughput of crude down, therefore limiting 

demand. Although OPEC has tried to adjust 
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production in line with demand trends, it has not been enough to make a significant dent in inventories 

and leaves the market vulnerable to downside pressures if demand gets further constrained by an 

expansion in COVID cases during the winter months. In the Short Term Energy Outlook, the EIA 

suggested that the US GDP growth rate for 2020 and 2021 was revised upward.  However they 

indicated that consumption of petroleum products for September was lower than forecast. Subsequently 

the EIA revised downward by 1 percent their forecast for 2020 and .5 percent in 2021.  As a result of 

these revisions, the annual US consumption rate in 2020 fell to -11.3 percent while the 2021 growth 

rate increased to 9.6 percent.  

While US policy developments will remain in view, particularly a US stimulus plan, the global 

supply/demand situation will likely come into clearer focus on October 13
th
 when OPEC will release 

their monthly Oil Market Report. We still feel demand is being overestimated, particularly next year.  

The appearance that the global economic recovery might be slowing on the potential for a second virus 

wave as we move into the 4
th
 quarter continues to be a concern as it effects how quickly supply and 

demand re-balances. Whether OPEC needs to take additional action as we move into the new year will 

be a major question for the market, and already rumors are afoot that OPEC is considering no 

additional increases in production levels as we move into 2021.  Key resistance for the December crude 

will be the 100 day moving average at 40.57.  Given today’s breakdown,  a further move to the 37.50 

area basis December in the near term is likely.   

Natural Gas 

 

Natural gas kicked off the week with 

sharp gains as prices put in a gap 

higher open following Friday's rally 

that was sparked by Hurricane Delta.  

The November contract settled up 14 

cents on the day at 2.881.  With GOM 

production likely shut in for another 

day or two, the market was spurred 

higher by indications that LNG 

processing facilities had dodged major 

damage.  This was supported by early 

nominations today that came in at 7.1 

bcf, a large jump from Friday's 5.5 bcf.  

Backing up the price strength was a substantial upward revision in Heating Degree Day expactiations 

in the two week forecast.  Weather has not been helpful to the bulls as of late, and the increased 

demand potential could be the underlying factor that helps the improving LNG storyline finally 

establish a sustained uptrend in prices.  Look for a pullback near term as production rebounds and 

attention turns away from the storm, with the gap likely filled on the November chart with a 

retrenchment under 2.80.  As LNG facilities finally return to capacity in the coming days a test of the 

September highs near 3.00 is likely. 
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